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on race day, including bonus tips on successful 
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HYDRATION GUIDANCE FROM
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CHECK-IN AND RACE INFO

ATHLETE CHECK-IN
Waterway Parking Lot
1505 Lake Robbins Dr.
Wednesday, April 20 and 
Thursday, April 21: 10am - 5pm

BIKE/RUN GEAR CHECBIKE/RUN GEAR CHECK-IN
Town Green Park
2099 Lake Robbins Dr.
Friday, April 22: 9am - 4pm

ATHLETE BRIEFING
Waterway Parking Lot
WWednesday, April 20 and 
Thursday. April 21: 11am, 1pm, 3pm
Friday, April 22:  11am & 1pm

PRACTICE SWIM
Northshore Park
2505 Lake Woodlands Dr.
Friday, April 22: 8am-10am

RRACE DAY: Saturday, April 23
Northshore Park
Transition Open
Town Green Park
5am - 6:15am 
Personal Needs Bag Drop
Northshore Park
5am - 6:30am5am - 6:30am
Race Start
6:25am: Men’s Pro start
6:30am: Women’s Pro start
6:40am: Age Group rolling start

SPECTATOR GUIDE
Click HERE for the Guide

FROM IRONMAN

EEverything is bigger in the Lone Star State. 
Whether it be the epic belt buckle medals or the 
athlete's aspirations that take on this storied 
IRONMAN race. For over 10 years, Memorial 
Hermann IRONMAN Texas has called those with 
the Texan-spirit at heart. Those willing to fight for 
what they want. Those willing to come and take 
the IRONMAN finish line the IRONMAN finish line for themselves. This story 
is yours to write. Come and take it for yourself.

THOUGHTS FROM MATT DIXON

A new course, but a similar challenge and 
occasion. This is a big race in the big state of 
Texas, and while many folks look at the terrain and 
think of high speed, you should remember that it is 
still an IRONMAN distance, and there is plenty of 
challenge. This race is tough in its lack of 
variability - as flat courses end up being strength 
courses. When flcourses. When flat is the profile of a course, the 
athlete benefits from seeking variable muscle 
recruitment through shifting positions, leg speed 
or using the environment (wind and any available 
terrain or turns). Keep this in mind, as your 
performance yield will emerge from being able to 
maintain form and speed despite the accumulation 
of muscle of muscle fatigue.

The organization of this race is professional, and 
the local community embraces the race, making it 
a special occasion. You are in for a treat, but don't 
think for a minute that you have chosen an easy 
one. This course brings challenge - in its unique 
Texas manner - but the fit and smart are always 
equipped to conquer.
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- It is important to plan ahead on this course, and understand all the logisitics that go into 
removing unnecessary stress and challenge, in what is already a stressful race. The flow of 
registration, bike drop off, and race morning logisitics all take longer than anticipated.

- - Your race morning includes a walking transition (for most) to the swim start, and the 
temperatures can be cool, so plan your gear ahead of time. Your swim is a murky 
experience with mildly confusing navigation, finishing with a channel of turbulent water for 
anyone except the fastest swimmers. Plan ahead, get there early, and understand the flow 
of the course. It is worth truly studying the swim navigation well before race morning.

- Don't - Don't forget some basics. Sunscreen pre-swim, lube applied to every nook and cranny, 
pre-race hydration, equipment checklist (check tire pressure etc.). It can be chaotic, and 
beyond the prep you also want to leave time to say hi to loved ones, and execute a warm 
up. The vast majority of athletes skip the warm up, but your optimal race performance will 
emerge from entering the race with a prepared body and mind. The warm up sets this up.

This part of Texas has its own brand of high winds. Higher heat will likely emerge as the 
race day progresses, but don't be surprised if you end up getting rain and wind. Bring 
sunscreen, but arrive prepared for all conditions. If it does end up being very windy, 
realize it is the same for every athlete. An IRONMAN still demands that you manage your 
energy and fitness over many hours. If wind slows you, it slows all, so don't chase speed - 
chase smart, consistent effort. The benefit of wind is a natural integration of variance of 
stress which, while often resulting in slower overall times, can make it easier to manage 
and maintain efand maintain effort. Like any IRONMAN, chasing splits and overall times is a fool’s errand. 
Success comes from self-management, pacing and problem solving.

RACE MORNING TIPS

RACE DAY WEATHER

Intermediate bike cutoffs: 

- Mile 84 (turnaround) at 4:10pm

- Mile 112 (T2 dismount line) at 5:50pm

RUN: 17 hours

Intermediate run cutoff:

- Mile 17 at 10:05pm

OVERALL: Each athlete has 17 hours to 
complete the course, regardless of when they 
start. Cut-offs are approximate and based on 
when the last athlete enters the water.

SWIM: 2 hours 20 minutes

BIKE: 10 hours 30 minutes

COURSE CUTOFFS
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At FuelIn we believe in practicing your race nutrition and fueling well before your race to 
dial it in to leave no surprises on race day. Success in race nutrition and fueling happens 
in the weeks and months leading up to a race. Trying new things on race day is a recipe 
for disaster and GI distress. Adjust the following guidelines to your own experience based 
on what you are accustomed to during training in the weeks leading up to the race.

PRIOR TO THE RACE
IncIncrease your carbohydrate consumption amount to 6-8g/kg/body weight/day within 24 
hours of the race. This amount can be increased depending on the tolerance and ability 
of the athlete to cope with high amounts of carbs (this is relevant to both female and 
male athletes). The minimum amount should be 6g/kg/body weight/day. Consuming a 
combination of high glycemic load foods (white bread, white rice, white pasta) and fluids 
(fruit juice, chocolate milk) is recommended as part of the load in order to allow you to 
consume the amounts required. Reduce total fiber intake in the 24-48 hours leading into 
a a race by limiting leafy and fibrous vegetables to 1-2 servings per day to reduce fecal 
content in the
intestines.

THE MORNING OF 
THE RACE
Aim Aim to consume a 
meal of at least 
80-100g carbs that 
contains fiber 
approx. 2-3 hours 
prior to the start 
time. Fiber is 
prprotective to the 
lining of the gut from 
heat stress injury. 
Carbs play a major 
role in this as well.

Performance nutrition coach Scott Tindal at FuelIn has worked extensively with amateur and 
pro athletes of all backgrounds to dial in their fueling. Here’s his nutrition tips for this race.

FUELIN NOTES FROM SCOTT TINDAL

https://fuelin.app/372gyDX


IN RACE FUELING & HYDRATION

- Test your carbohydrate consumption rate prior to the race and only consume up the rate 
of carbohydrate intake (grams/hour) that you have trained with.

- Only use the products that you have trained with and practiced consuming. Do NOT try a 
new product on race day.

- Measu- Measure your sweat rate prior to your race across various conditions and temperatures on 
both the bike and run. Adjust your fluid intake and electrolytes based on your personal 
sweat rate and sweat sodium content.

- IRONMAN Texas is expected to have an average air tempt of 72oF/22oC. Use your historical 
sweat rate data to plan your hydration for the race based on actual race day conditions.

- Practice the use of caffeine in training to ensure safety and efficacy for performance.

BIKE

MALES: MALES: Food = 3 bloks OR 1 gel every 15-20 mins and 1 bar (optional) every 60 mins.

FEMALES: Food = 3 bloks OR 1 gel every 20-30 mins and 1 bar (optional) every 60 mins.

EVERYONE: Plan ahead and consume your fueling ahead of the big ascents on the course. 
Aim to consume gels/bloks at Mile 40-45 to assist the climb, and 200mg caffeine at 90 
mins OR around Mile 65-79 (adjust to what you have tried and how you’re feeling). Fluids = 
500-1500ml/hr water +/- electrolytes (specific to athlete sweat rate).

RUN

MALES: Food = 1 gel every 15-20 mins (if you have 
hit 100-120g/hr on the bike then this can be pushed 
out to every 20-30 mins depending on how you are 
feeling). 200mg caffeine at 40-60 mins.

FEMALES: FEMALES: Food = 1 gel every 20-30 mins 
(depending on how you’re feeling). 100-200mg 
caffeine at 40-60 mins (depending on your pace 
and how you’re feeling).  The reduced amount is 
based on your body mass.

EVERYONE: Fluids = 500-1500ml/hr water +/- 
electrolytes (specific to athlete sweat rate)

FUELIN NOTES FROM SCOTT TINDAL

https://fuelin.app/372gyDX
https://fuelin.app/35JJDDz
https://fuelin.app/372gyDX


SWIM: COURSE INFO

OVERVIEW: Most of your swim warm up will be on land, and will include a walk. I would 
do a little run prior to the walk to raise core temperature and get the blood moving. You 
may want to carry some easily digestible fuel (such as chews or gel), and a bottle of 
hydration. Most athletes benefit from some fuel 5-15 minutes pre-start to amplify energy 
for the long swim. Sugar is best, and race jitters will ensure it gets utilized very quickly. 
One more reminder: this probably won’t be a wetsuit-legal swim.

EnsuEnsure you are aware of course dynamics, and set yourself up in the right placing. If you 
are a nervous swimmer among crowds, I would wait for the initial rush of entry and ensure 
you enter to the side of the flowing entry group. 

LENGTH: 2.4 miles - 1 loop                   WATER TEMP: 82o F / 28o C                   TYPE: River
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- There will be a practice swim area the day before the race. You should take advantage of 
this if possible. Here is a typical Purple Patch warm up we encourage our athletes to use:

3-5 min easy swimming

30 strokes moderate - 30 strokes smooth

20 strokes strong - 30 strokes smooth

10 strokes very strong - 30 strokes smooth

20 strokes strong - 30 strokes smooth

30 30 strokes moderate

- The most noteworthy part of this swim from my point of view is the canal, in which it can 
get very choppy for later swimmers. Imagine a pool without lane lines, but filled with 
hundreds of your friends! Be ready for chop, frequent sighting and a little turbulence. This 
slows the swim for many, so don't panic if you see a slower than anticipated swim split 
emerging from the water.

- Another - Another key element is the main body of the swim. Flatter water and clear visuals make 
sighting simple in concept, but it is really worth understanding exact course layout, as the 
buoys for this course path can get confusing when you are finding your way with only 
crocodile-style eyes to see. Study the map, and go and view the whole swim course layout 
in the days prior.

- I of- I often urge athletes to break a long swim into workable sections to focus on. This will 
include swimming the course as 100 strokes at what feels like race effort, 50 strokes 
stronger, then 25 strokes to settle and reset timing and form. This keeps the swim task 
driven and process focused, and typically yields better swim splits with no additional cost.

YOUR MANTRA: Stay strong and calm in the chop.

MATT DIXON’S SWIM TIPS
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With no big hills but plenty of subtle variance, this course can be fast. The dampening effect 
to speed is often the heat, that can really climb throughout the run. This is especially true 
with the limited shade this course offers. There is plenty of harder surface running also, so 
most athletes will benefit from a strategy that includes walk breaks. The good news on this 
run is the extensive crowd support, and the wonderful finish line setting on Waterway Ave. 

LENGTH:  26.2 miles - 3 loops          TERRAIN: Rolling          START/END ELEVATION: 144ft

TOTAL ELEVATION GAIN: 493ft     AID STATIONS: Approximately every 1 mile

AID STATION NUTRITION: AID STATION NUTRITION: Water, Gatorade Endurance Formula (Lemon Line), Red Bull, 
Cola, Maurten Gel 100, Maurten Gel CAF 100, Bars, Chips, Pretzels, Fruit, Broth, ActiveICE 
(Aid Station 1 ONLY)

RUN COURSE INFO
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MATT DIXON’S BIKE TIPS

- Fast ‘n Furious might be the title for this course, but it comes with a warning: those who 
ignore the realities of the challenge and charge into the bike ride are likely to face real 
challenge. Hitting the front half of an IRONMAN very strong is reserved for the very few. 
Most others will fall apart in the second half, especially when remembering that most folks 
forget about proper hydration and fueling when charging hard early. Be patient.

- I - I would urge you to remember this: NAIL THE BASICS. Don't forget pacing, wind 
management, fueling and hydration. Get these right, and set yourself for a strong second 
half of the bike that will not only yield a great bike split, but will set up a great run.

- An element - An element worthy of note in this race is the density of athletes that will be racing on a 
fast, flat and mostly closed course. There is a high propensity for groups forming (aka 
drafting). You will have to make your own decisions on how to manage, but allow me to 
bring you back to the central reason of why you take on this challenge. I hope it isn't only 
about PRs and podiums - the real joy of this sport is the challenge it brings each athlete, 
and the pride and satisfaction of the execution of a great personal race. Aim to not dilute 
this special magic by simply latching onto groups. Sometimes it can be challenging, and 
you ayou are free to navigate as best you can, but I hope we see really fair racing. If you do find 
yourself in a group, there is nothing wrong with dropping off the required distance, then 
riding with good form and your own pacing legally.

- Finally, if it is a day of high wind, be smart. Riding with the wind at your back will see 
slightly higher cadence (RPM) and a little reduction of power output. That's physics. Enjoy 
the ride, stay fluid and don't forget the fueling and pacing. I cannot say that enough. When 
riding into the wind, you’ll benefit from a nudge up in power and making the effort a little 
more muscular. Lowering your cadence by 5-10 RPM and pushing a bigger gear will ensure 
constant tension on the chain and best efficiency. Press into the wind, and then embrace 
buttery, light, and faster pedaling when you are sailing with it at your back.
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Athletes will start their 112 
mile journey by navigating 
part of The Woodlands, 
then enter into Northern 
Harris County. 

OnOnce in Harris County, 
athletes will navigate two 
loops on the Hardy Toll 
Road. Do not worry about 
the tolls; we have you 
covered! The majority of the 
course is closed to traffic 
and should maand should make for a fast, 
flat course due to the 
minimal elevation.

LENGTH: 112 miles - 2 loops 
(out and back)

TERRAIN: Flat

START/END ELEV.: 111ft

TOTAL GAIN: 1224ft

AID STATIONS: every 15 
miles

AID STATION NUTRITION: 

WWater, Gatorade Endurance 
Formula (Flavor: Orange), 
Red Bull, Maurten Gel 100, 
Maurten Gel CAF 100, Fig 
Bars, Bananas

BIKE COURSE

OVERVIEW
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MATT DIXON’S RUN TIPS

- This course has great potential for a faster run, but only if you manage resources up to the 
run well, and apply a smart approach. You want to retain best speed on the hard surface, 
resetting form with walk breaks -- or leverage terrain shifts -- to ensure you never fall into 
hard running with poor form.  If you just try to fight your way through with toughness, then 
the concrete will pound your quads even more.

- Included on the - Included on the course are a few short and steeper ramps. They are not long, but they are 
tough. Only the strongest and fitness can 'pop' over these with a strong surge.  Most 
athletes will want to manage the heart rate and breathing with pace management or a 
power walk. Just ensure you crest and then run down the other side to find leg speed again.

- Many athletes will benefit from a run-walk strategy.  We often utilize a rhythm that can be 
flexible if/when fatigue strikes.  An example would be:

Run 5 min - Walk 60 sec - Run 5 min - Walk 45 sec - Run 5 min - Walk 30 sec

KKeep this rhythm until the run duration becomes too long to maintain without dropping 
form or posture, then adjust down without a sense of failure:  

Run 4 min - Walk 60 sec - Run 4 min - Walk 45 sec - Run 4 min - Walk 30 sec

Once again, keep this rhythm until the run duration becomes too long to maintain without 
dropping form or posture, then adjust down again:  

Run 3 min - Walk 60 sec - Run 3 min - Walk 45 sec - Run 3 min - Walk 30 sec

Whether Whether you begin the pattern with 10 minutes or 3 minutes of running, depends on your 
level of running ability and what shape you are in coming off the bike. Either way, you get to 
retain good form and speed, while having a ready-made toolbox of fatigue management. It 
might feel like you will be walking a lot, but the net outcome is faster run splits. The key is 
to integrate this approach before you are desperate or really struggling.
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VISIT

JOIN US

Have your best season ever - train for your

next race with Purple Patch Tri Squad:

Visit the official IRONMAN website for this course:

We want to know how your race went - and what you thought of this course preview!

Send us a note at info@purplepatchfitness.com and share your thoughts.

IMPRESS ME, DON’T DEPRESS ME.
- Matt Dixon

Embrace this race, then enjoy the day.  You will have earned it.

A FINAL NOTE
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